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Abstract

The world today is characterized by globalization, rapid development of information technologies, a multicultural environment and a diversity of values resulting from active human migration and cultural exchanges. Today's pupils will have to create an unprecedented, new economic, political, social and cultural environment in the future. The World Economic Forum foresees that 65% of young people who are starting school at the moment will be employed in a profession that does not exist today. Therefore, in today's multi-cultural workplace, it is becoming increasingly important for an individual not only to have concrete skills to carry out his or her direct work duties, but also to his or her non-technical or transversal skills, i.e. to communicate and interact with other people in all areas of human activity, to make decisions independently, etc. Non-technical or transversal skills, largely determine the competitiveness of each member of the society and the development of society as a whole. The aim of the article is to analyze the assessment of non-technical skills in a multicultural society at different stages of education (for pupils and students) and in the workplace (for teachers and other professionals). A survey of 257 respondents was conducted for this purpose. The survey results show that non-technical skills ratings for teachers and other professionals are generally higher than for pupils and students. Respondents say they are actively pursuing the development of their communication and collaboration skills, and less the decision-making skills. The respondents say to achieve this by taking part in day-to-day training and the working environment in the multicultural community, in group or team work, in social projects, and by reading literature, attending further training courses, etc.
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Introduction

Multiculturalism is the reality of the contemporary world – there is no country, no society that the migration processes have not influenced. Thus, various racial and ethnic groups with different histories, languages, culture and religion live together within national-political borders. These days, turbulent political change processes have to be taken into account: British political advisor Robert Cooper admits that borders between postmodern countries are disappearing due to technological developments and the rapid process of globalization (Cooper, 2003).

The geopolitical processes of recent years in Latvia and the world have activated migration processes, which take place both in terms of globalization and economic and political factors, and which lead to interaction between various ethnic groups and cultures. Migration is not an unambiguous process. On one hand, it can be seen as a positive phenomenon which helps to address the demographic challenges of the beneficiary country and contributes significantly to the development of its economic and cultural processes. On the other hand, immigrants are often perceived as a burden or even threat to the recipient country, by creating too heavy a social burden and competing with locals regarding employment and changing the multicultural environment that has already developed in that particular society. The multicultural perspective provides a conceptual frame that distinguishes and highlights the complex process of diversity that prevails in society while ensuring coherence and collaboration, bringing together people with different cultural backgrounds. Over the past 20 years, multiculturalism has been recognized as a powerful tool, not only to understand groups of unfamiliar people, but also to better understand ourselves and those with whom we live and work together (Lombardo, 2016; Kokemuller, 2016).

In Latvia, due to the country’s geographical location the multicultural environment and society have traditionally developed over the centuries. In 2018, the total population of Latvia was close to 2 million inhabitants of which 62.2% - Latvians, 25.2% Russians, 3.2% Belarusians, 2.2% Ukrainians, 2.1% Poles, 2.6% Roma and other nationalities. Moreover, 58153 or 3.01% were foreigners and 173 or 0.01% stateless individuals. Citizens from other countries also live in Latvia, most of whom were from neighboring countries: Russia (41894), Ukraine (3886), Lithuania (3086), Belarus (1891), Estonia (689). But the multicultural environment in Latvia is also enriched by citizens from further countries – India (767), Uzbekistan (620), Germany (426), Poland (280), UK (283), Italy (211), China (204), United States (201), Turkey (108), etc. (Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2018).

Changes to the traditional multicultural environment are a challenge for education, as the need for skills that are not solely related to the specific knowledge and skills of a subject, but are transversal skills or non-technical skills, is becoming more pressing. Non-technical skills are
needed in the globalized world, and particularly for its economic development, not only as the basis for mutual integration of knowledge and creative activity, but also for innovation.

The aim of the article is to analyze the assessment of non-technical skills in a multicultural society at different stages of education (for pupils and students) and in the workplace (for teachers and other professionals). A survey of 257 respondents was conducted for this purpose.

**Methodology**

**Non-technical skills**

Non-technical skills are defined as a set of a person’s cognitive and social skills. These skills are expressed and integrated with technical or subject skills. Non-technical skills are used and manifest themselves in both day-to-day work and emergency situations (Flin at all, 2006). Analysis of accidents and routine work helps to understand how non-technical skills affect the workplace and people (Flin, Maran, 2015). Non-technical skills consist of the following skill set (Bankovics, 2017):

- **decision-making skills** characterized by identification of the problem, choice of solution, risk assessment;
- **the ability to cooperate in a team** characterized by transfer of information and communication, development of positive relationships, response to conflict situations;
- **the ability to assess the process and results as a whole** characterized by awareness of work or training systems, environmental awareness, and analysis of events and causation;
- **team management skills** characterized by the ability to take on initiative, compliance with standards or defined procedures, operational planning and coordination;
- **self-control skills** characterized by stress response, concentration capacity and appropriate behavior.

Whereas, Mr. Yoko (2015) defines transversal skills or non-technical skills as the following skill set:

- **critical and innovative thinking**, characterized by creativity, gumption, ingenuity, informed decision-making, reflective thinking, ability to apply knowledge;
- **interpersonal skills** characterized by presentation, communication and organizational skills, leadership, teamwork skills, cooperation, initiative, collegiality, sociality;
- **intrapersonal skills** characterized by self-discipline, enthusiasm, self-motivation, persistence, flexibility and adaptability, risk assessment, compassion, honesty, trust;
- **global citizenship** characterized by awareness, tolerance, openness, respect for diversity, intercultural understanding, capacity to deal with conflicts, civic participation, respect for the environment;
- **choice skills**, such as physical and mental health, characterized by healthy lifestyle and nutrition, empathy, self-respect, physical preparedness; or media and information literacy, characterized by the ability to obtain information from media, IT, libraries and
archives, participation in democratic processes using media and IT, ability to analyses and evaluate media content etc. (Yano, Mann, 2015).

A. Ribakova, I. Millere and L. Deklava, after carrying out a study on the evaluation of the non-technical skills of operation nurses, conclude that there is a possibility of statistically significant differences between the assessment and realization of the non-technical skills of the operations nurses and surgeons’ expectations, which appear in terms of work conditions, communication and teamwork. Surgeons’ expectations relate to nurses’ ability to exchange information, coordinate their activities with the team and plan their work by setting priorities (Ribakova, Millere, Deklava, 2014).

A. Bankovics points out that today even the skillset of an emerging ship manager does not confine itself with the ability to handle technical devices. One must be able to work with other colleagues in a multicultural environment, quickly assess the situation, think critically and make appropriate decisions. Thus, a competent professional readiness is achieved only when the emerging ship manager is able to integrate technical knowledge and non-technical knowledge into his professional activity (Bankovics, 2017).

The acquisition of non-technical skills or transversal skills plays a major role in the educational reform in Latvia (Skola 2030), which is gradually being introduced in all levels of education from September 1st, 2019, and will result by 2023. Non-technical or transversal skills are defined as such skills, which include important cognitive, affective and social aspects of student activity, covering all human activities. Transversal skills help acquire knowledge in different contexts and through different thinking and self-guided learning techniques, thereby strengthening the linkage of new knowledge with personal experience. The use of non-technical skills or transversal skills strengthens the ability of pupils to use them independently and in a variety of situations, including complex and unpredictable ones (Skola 2030, 2018).

Essential non-technical skills or transversal skills include:
- **self-awareness and self-leadership**, characterized by understanding of own desires, needs and interests; the ability to manage your feelings, develop positive relationships, set realistic goals, take responsible decisions; the ability to learn and develop yourself constantly and independently; understand the process of learning;
- **thinking and creativity**, characterized by the ability to identify, analyze, assess situations and information and take appropriate action;
- **collaboration and participation**, characterized by skills to develop sustainable social habits in communication and interaction with fellow individuals, focusing on the overall, shared aim and result, the ability to negotiate, to communicate and cooperate in heterogeneous groups, and the skills to jointly address controversial and complex challenges affecting society’s present, future and sustainable development without endangering future generations and their needs;
digital skills characterized by the ability to understand the role of digital technologies in the construction of reality, the ability to self-directly apply digital technologies in order to reproduce and construct knowledge and to address challenges.

On the basis of the theoretical analysis of the content of non-technical skills or transversal skills, some specific skills were selected for further research: communication skills, collaboration skills and decision-making skills.

Communication skills

Communication skills are defined as the ability to address others clearly, coherently and effectively, achieving the set objective. The need for communication skills, relevance and spectrum of applications are increasing rapidly. The process of globalization and internationalization creates an increased demand for citizens who are able to communicate in a multicultural environment. Communication skills, both verbal and written, are the basis for full personal development (Rodríguez Fuentes, 2017).

These skills are developed in various dimensions. It is developed, firstly, in the acquisition of knowledge (theoretical understanding), secondly, in doing (skills and capabilities), thirdly, being (desire or attitude) and, finally, in the desire to do (motivation), taking into account the social, cultural, spatial and temporal contexts (Rodríguez Fuentes, 2017).

As one of the goals of developing non-technical skills or transversal skills, particularly communication skills, in higher education, is to prepare a student for the role of an effective employee and a responsible citizen (Dunbar, Brooks, Kubicka-Miller, 2006) in a global environment. The importance of communication skills (for science graduates) is constantly emphasized by educators, employers and professionals in the industry (Spies, Xu, 2018).

For example, if nurses want to provide professional care, they must be able to communicate well with patients, families, doctors and other healthcare teams and representatives. Communicating with patients is the most important aspect of professional activity, each failure can have a negative impact both on patient safety and on the professional performance of a nurse and other health professionals (Liu, Wong, Xue, Xu, 2007).

Communication skills are taught various high school programs (Dunbar, Brooks, Kubicka-Miller, 2006). Oral communication, which is not only the most relevant component in communication and collaboration but also plays an important role in student academic achievements, is particularly important (Spies, Xu, 2018). Communication skills, both oral and written, contribute to the individual's integration into today's multimodal communications environment – digital and “face-to-face”. Soft-skills, particularly communication skills, are considered absolutely necessary for university graduates and have a significant impact on their
employment opportunities (Kaburise, 2016). The development of communication skills is also intended in the content of school curriculum.

**Decision-making skills**

Making a decision is a choice between multiple options and is considered a cognitive process. While decision-making skills can be developed at different ages, independent decision-making skills are developing particularly at a young age (Truong, Hallinger, Sanga, 2016). Child decision-making strategies are far more inefficient than for young adults and adults. The child's decision-making skills are most fundamentally affected by the lack of ability to distinguish priorities, important and unimportant questions (Nicolaou, Korfiatis, Evagorou, Constantinou, 2009).

Decision-making is complex and is not possible to achieve without advanced troubleshooting skills and critical thinking. A key prerequisite for decision-making skills is the ability to judge the causes, consequences, benefits and disadvantages of the problem, and the ability to seek different alternatives. The inquiry-based learning environment is considered appropriate for the development of decision-making skills (Nicolaou, Korfiatis, Evagorou, Constantinou, 2009).

Decision-making is the most significant skill in the study process and career selection. It is one of the most important prerequisites and core components in the implementation of sustainable education (Gresch, Hasselhorn, Bogeholz, 2013).

The role, skills, knowledge, experience and nature of the individual should be mentioned among the factors affecting decision-making (Truong, Hallinger, Sanga, 2016). The decision-making situation often consists of various options that can be identified before decisions are taken (Gresch, Hasselhorn, Bogeholz, 2013). The ability to decide is particularly important and complex in extreme and unpredictable situations. As the environment becomes more multicultural, decision-making factors, such as the informative base for decision-making, are also changing. This significantly complicates decision-making and reiterates the need for this skill.

**Collaboration skills**

For collaboration to take place, there has to be motivation and space for development. Collaboration is characterized by the joint objectives and capacity of the participants to operate at a similar level of development (Oliveira, Tinoca, Pereira, 2011). As the global environment changes rapidly, digital platforms have become particularly important in recent years, particularly social networks, which provide collaboration opportunities and create the demand for collaboration skills. The everyday use of collaboration skills in the physical environment has been complemented by the use of these skills digitally, cooperating for both educational purposes and
as part of professional activity. Developed networking skills, maintaining a collaboration relationship and the ability to make joint team decisions, is seen as an essential skill in order to be prepared for the challenges of the 21st century. This type of collaboration skills is considered to be an essential learning outcome (Khlaissang, Mingsiritham, 2016). In order to develop these skills, pupils and students should engage in international group work and work together through via digital platforms, enabling them to develop collaboration skills working closely with students and pupils from other countries and nationalities (Oliveira, Tinoca, Pereira, 2011).

Although collaboration skills in the digital environment are a challenge of this century, the development of these skills can also be promoted in the traditional learning environment, using such methods as group work. collaboration through intensive interaction and communication is an important element of group work (Khlaissang, Mingsiritham, 2016). This form of work is effective; teachers of higher education specifically stress the role and effectiveness of small groups in improving collaboration skills. However, in spite of the experience of well-endowed group work, some students do not change attitudes regarding group work and continue to prefer individual work instead (Bernier, Stenstrom, 2016). Collaboration skills are best developed by long-term projects with far more opportunities to develop these skills, particularly projects that are fully structured by students (Moore, 2016).


A large proportion of employers believe that an employee must have excellent collaboration skills to perform their duties (Sugar, Hoard, Brown, 2012). The ability to communicate orally is an essential component of collaboration skills in the workplace (Spies, Xu, 2018). In the multicultural community, awareness and openness, tolerance and respect for have become a necessary prerequisite for collaboration.

In order to explore how pupils, students, teachers and other professionals assess their personal communication, decision-making and collaboration skills and intentionally develop these set of skills in the multicultural modern society, a survey with 70 pupils, 107 students, 11 teachers and 69 other professionals (a total of 257 respondents) was conducted in April and May, 2019.

**Results and Discussion**

Results of the empirical study show that all groups of respondents (pupils, students, teachers and other professionals) assess their non-technical or transversal skills to communicate, make decisions and collaborate as good and very good (see Figure 1). Moreover, ratings for communication and collaboration do not differ significantly. Meanwhile, decision-making skills
are considered of poorer strength. Thus, a problem emerges that requires further research, because for collaboration one needs not only fluent communication, but also adequate decision-making skills. On the other hand, efficient collaboration enables the group to make better decisions than each person individually (Surowiecki, 2005). Every individual needs to make various decisions every day. First of all, how to choose partners or how to participate in existing teams, how to implement this collaboration in the global multicultural environment, how to choose the best ways of gathering the necessary information, how to analyze and use it, etc.

Figure 1. Communication skill, Collaboration skill, Decision making skill

In a more detailed analysis of the assessment of non-technical skills or transversal skills for each group of respondents, some differences may be observed. For example, only teachers assess their communication skills as good and very good - 100% (see Figure 2). It may be linked to the nature of their work, as communication skills for teachers are essential and applied day-to-day. Thus, perhaps in a way of teachers may have the greatest experience regarding the application of communication skills in today’s multicultural environment.

Figure 2. Communication skills
Other groups of respondents show different results. One of most surprising findings is that students assess their communication skills as sufficient (16%) and weak (5%), while 14% pupils assess the same skill as sufficient and as weak – 3% or 1 pupil. This may be due to the organisation of the learning process, where presently due to rapid intrusion of technology in universities, colleges and schools, pupils and students are pressed to work more on the web and e-platforms, and communicate face-to-face far less, moreover, they are given fewer opportunities to speak in group work and publicly in audiences or classes. This requires deeper research.

In the meantime, 16% of other professionals have assessed their communication skills as satisfactory. None have assessed this particular skill as weak. This self-evaluation may be linked to the diversity of these professions and job responsibilities in today’s multi-cultural environment, where conditions for the use of communication skills do not always exist.

Teachers and other professionals assess their personal decision-making skills similarly: from very good to satisfactory (see Figure 3). Moreover, none of them are judged as weak. Other 87% of other professionals rank their decision-making skills as good and very good, while teachers – 91%. Active professional activity in any profession requires decisions to be taken both individually and in collaboration with groups or teams, thus contributing to the decision-making experience of each employee in the diverse multi-cultural working environment.

*Figure 3. Decision-making skills*
Meanwhile, 11% of pupils and 4% of students assess their decision-making skills as weak. Only 30% of pupils and 22% of students rank their decision-making skills as satisfactory. This is in line with the study conducted in schools by M. Balode where she concludes that a teacher applies leadership and takes responsibility regarding anything in a classroom and doesn’t share it with pupils, thus not contributing to the pupils’ decision-making experience. The school objectives and teaching methods are chosen by the teacher, and pupils have the option to choose their own ways of solving tasks, but the teacher’s techniques dominate (Balode, 2016). The situation may be altered in the teaching and learning process by choosing more methods, tasks, problems where pupils and students must choose the appropriate means of solution and implement them without supervision. Teachers need to accept the diversity of problem solutions. Educational establishments bring together individuals representing different cultures. This diversity merely enriches the experience of every member, enhances his or her decision-making skills.

76% of pupils and 78% of students assess their collaboration skills as good and very good. Thus, ¾ of modern young people are able to interact with others in different areas of human activity, which is important in today's globalized world. However, 8% of pupils and 3% of students admit that their collaborative skills are weak. Therefore, teachers should seriously reflect on how to make more use of a set of techniques in the learning process that requires the collaboration of pupils or students. Any skill may be improved with frequent use. Collaboration skills are not an exception in this respect.

Both teachers and other professionals have not assessed their collaborative skills as weak. 72% of teachers and 87% of other professions rank their collaborative skills as good and very good. It is a feature of the modern workplace in a multi-cultural society where there is a need for continuous mutual collaboration.
The acquisition of transversal or non-technical skills takes place during day-to-day in a learning environment and workplace in today's multi-cultural society. As with any skill, one is more successful in developing these skills if it is done purposefully. In the study, 62% of pupils and students respond that they develop their communication, decision-making and collaboration skills consciously (see Figure 4). The same is done by 42% of other professionals, but only 36% of teachers. This may be due to the fact that teachers use these skills as part of their day-to-day work; by constantly applying them they develop the skill and also develop a certain experience in the use of these skills, feeling that they freely manage the skill. However, a risk lies in the changing multicultural environment and globalizing the world – altering learning and technology habits of the new generation may mean that the experience of the use of non-technical or transversal skills of teachers may not meet the needs of today's world. Therefore, further research is needed regarding this problem.

Figure 4. Deliberately developed skills
By analyzing the methods used by pupils, students, teachers and other professionals to deliberately develop their communication, decision-making and collaboration skills, as demonstrated by the free response of the survey, it could be concluded that pupils mostly use active communication with other people, participate in group work, various seminars, even at school conferences, tend to make self-decision decisions as often as possible, etc.

Students most often use daily communication for the purposes of informed development of these skills by learning special courses/articles, reading books that provide knowledge used day-to-day and in the study process, preparing presentations, engaging in social events, managing group or team work, etc.

Teachers point out the deliberate development of their skills to communicate, make decisions and collaborate in day-to-day work. In turn, other professionals deliberately develop these skills by attending further training courses.
Conclusion

Today's multi-cultural environment consists not only of traditional ethnic and cultural groups, but also groups affected by migration processes. In such a contemporary multicultural environment, the non-technical or transversal skills of each individual are increasingly important, contributing to the use of knowledge in a variety of life situations where people compete among others not only with professional skills but also with character traits and non-technical skills.

Non-technical skills or transversal skills contain skills that are important in today's multicultural environment, such as communication, decision-making and collaborative skills. Pupils, students, teachers and other professionals generally assess their personal communication, decision-making and collaboration skills as good and very good.

The study results indicate that the development of non-technical skills takes place throughout the lifetime from the school bench to the workplace. Pupils and students do not assess their personal non-technical skills or transversal skills highly, but deliberately develop them through learning, through cooperation with others, in the performance of work duties, etc., adults assess their communication, decision-making and collaboration skills higher.

However, the study has highlighted a number of problems that need to be addressed in future studies.

1) 21% of students and 17% of pupils have assessed their communication skills as satisfactory and weak. This may be linked to the organization of the learning and study process, where more time should be devoted directly to communication between pupils and students, presentation, debate in the multicultural environment, etc.

2) Only 59% of pupils have assessed their decision-making skills as good or very good, while 11% feel they are weak. At the same time, 91% of teachers value their decision-making skills as good and very good. Students deliberately seek to develop their decision-making skills by performing them as often as possible. Therefore, teachers should create more learning situations where pupils need to take their own decisions by choosing their own troubleshooting techniques, targeting their learning habits, etc.

3) 24% of pupils and 22% of students assess their personal collaboration skills as satisfactory and weak, but only 9% of teachers value them as satisfactory. A certain contradiction appears. The learning process should provide an equal space for collaboration for both teachers and pupils and students, jointly developing collaboration experiences in today's multi-cultural environment. The results of the study show a slightly different scene. In practice, teachers are more likely to regard collaboration as managing pupil or student learning. Teachers recognize that collaborative skills are developed mainly in the working environment, while pupils and students are deliberately developing them into groups or teams, involving different social projects, etc. They understand that collaborative skills
will be needed in further professional activities, which will be heavily influenced by globalization processes, by the increasing development of multi-cultural societies.
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